Temporal trends of cardiac and respiratory responses to ventilatory challenges in congenital central hypoventilation syndrome.
Congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) patients exhibit respiratory deficits to ventilatory challenges, diminished breathing drive during sleep, and reduction of respiratory-related heart rate variation, but at least partially preserved peripheral chemoreception. We hypothesized that integration of afferent activity with respiratory motor output is deficient in CCHS, rather than chemoreceptor failure, and that examination of trends in heart and breathing rates and variabilities following ventilatory challenges may clarify the deficient mechanisms. Twelve children with CCHS and 12 age- and gender-matched control cases were subjected to hyperoxic hypercapnic, poikylocapnic hypoxic, and hyperoxic challenges while supine. Heart and respiratory rates and variabilities during 60-s baseline and 120-s challenge periods were assessed. Hypoxia and hypercapnia enhanced breathing rate in control subjects; in CCHS cases, the rise differed during hypercapnia and did not occur to hypoxia. Hyperoxia showed initial transient patterns in breathing rate that differed between groups. A heart rate increase to hypoxia and late decline to hyperoxia were muted in CCHS patients. In hypercapnia, heart rate followed similar rising patterns in both groups. Overall CCHS heart rate variability was lower in baseline and challenge periods, principally due to diminished respiratory-related variation, especially during hypercapnia. No heart rate variability group differences emerged in hypoxia, and only a late increase for CCHS cases developed in hyperoxia. The findings indicate retention of aspects of chemoreceptor sensitivity in CCHS cases. The heart rate alterations to ventilatory challenges suggest specific compensatory responses of a slower nature remain intact in CCHS, whereas other rapidly changing components are deficient.